Los Angeles Clippers Arena EIR
Weekly Coordination Call
February 12, 2018
1:30pm

AGENDA

1. NOP
   • City comments on draft NOP (previously distributed)
   • Status of PD for NOP
   • Schedule for completion (complete draft from ESA to City/Lisa, City/Lisa comments, ESA revisions and finalized NOP)
   • Numbers of hard copies
   • Logistics for distribution (mailing of hard copies, ESA to take to State Clearinghouse, etc.)
   • Distribution List
   • Scheduling of Scoping Meeting (day, time, location)
   • Content/organization/logistics of scoping meeting

2. Transportation agency consultations
   • Dates
     i. Scheduled Meetings with LAWA and LADOT for Feb. 20th
   • Agency list confirmation
   • Agenda

3. Project Issues that could affect scope
   • Revisit discussion of potential pedestrian bridge
   • Signage
   • Event TMP (just to reiterate process, applicant input, etc.... good opportunity to bring City along on how this will/should get developed and issues involved)

4. Process for scope development and Phase 2 Authorization
   • Steps for ESA preparation and City/Applicant review
   • Steps for CC authorization

5. Communication Protocols
   • City comments on draft document
   • Confirm assumption re: proceeding “as if” AB 900 process will be undertaken

6. Agency Coordination/Consultation

7. Wrap Up/Action Items